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Daisy McCrae knows that change can be sudden—and devastating. And while it doesn’t have to
be a bad thing, change has the power to turn your whole world upside down.... Running the
family bakery and living in the store’s attic might not be Daisy’s dream life, but she’s beginning to
understand what being content feels like. And then she gets some unexpected news. In one
moment, Daisy’s calm existence turns into chaos. Now she’s struggling to keep it together,
especially with renovations at the bakery spiraling out of control. But when a box of recipes and
mementos is found hidden behind a wall in the bakery, Daisy suddenly has something to cling to
—a mystery that echoes her own troubles and gives her the opportunity to figure out what she
really wants out of life....



PRAISE FORThe Union Street Bakery“Like a good recipe, the new novel The Union Street
Bakery has a little bit of everything that makes a satisfying experience . . . Taylor pairs the past
with the present to please history fans as well as those who like tales of family secrets,
reinvention, and renewal . . . Taylor, who lives in Virginia, conveys the essence of the community,
of regular shop patrons, and history, literally around every corner in centuries-old buildings . . .
Taylor serves up a great mix of vivid setting, history, drama, and everyday life in The Union
Street Bakery. Here’s hoping she writes more like it.”—The Herald-Sun“Interesting and
intriguing . . . [A] fast-paced story of sisters, family, what really matters, betrayal, faith, healing,
and life in general. If you enjoy historical facts, heritage, adoption, family, and love, you will enjoy
Union Street Bakery. Modern-day story mixed with historical facts, a ghost, mystery, and
romance brings this story and characters to life. Oh, at the back of the book are some Union
Street Bakery recipes. Wonderful story!”—My Book Addiction Reviews“An excellent job of
showing how important a family can be and who your real family is. Ms. Taylor . . . makes you
care not only about Daisy but about all the family and friends involved . . . I enjoyed reading this
book and walking along with Daisy as she grows . . . Get a copy and settle in a comfortable chair
with a cup of tea or coffee . . . You might also want a pastry.”—Long and Short Reviews“Readers
will love Daisy and the McCrae family and be engrossed in both the historical and the present
puzzles Daisy and her family must solve. Taylor never takes the simple plot path or gives in to
melodrama. The story feels real. Ultimately, the book is about what we think we need versus
what really matters and what it really means to be a family. It is highly recommended for anyone
who loves family stories with intelligence and heart.”—Blogcritics“I found myself so caught up in
this family’s lives and turning the pages late into the night. You will not be able to put this book
down until you turn the very last page. As a bonus, Mary Ellen has included some of the recipes
from the bakery. I can’t wait to read more by Ms. Taylor.”—Fresh FictionBerkley Books by Mary
Ellen TaylorTHE UNION STREET BAKERYSWEET EXPECTATIONSTHE BERKLEY
PUBLISHING GROUPPublished by the Penguin GroupPenguin Group (USA) LLC375 Hudson
Street, New York, New York 10014USA • Canada • UK • Ireland • Australia • New Zealand • India
• South Africa • Chinapenguin.comA Penguin Random House CompanySWEET
EXPECTATIONSThis book is an original publication of The Berkley Publishing Group.Copyright
© 2013 by Mary Burton.Penguin supports copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages
diverse voices, promotes free speech, and creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an
authorized edition of this book and for complying with copyright laws by not reproducing,
scanning, or distributing any part of it in any form without permission. You are supporting writers
and allowing Penguin to continue to publish books for every reader.BERKLEY® is a registered
trademark of Penguin Group (USA) LLC.The “B” design is a trademark of Penguin Group (USA)
LLC.An application to register this book for cataloging has been submitted to the Library of
Congress.PUBLISHING HISTORYBerkley trade paperback edition / November 2013Cover art
by Alan Ayers.Cover design by Diana Kolsky.This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places,
and incidents either are the product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously, and any



resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, business establishments, events, or locales is
entirely coincidental.The publisher does not have any control over and does not assume any
responsibility for author or third-party websites or their content.PUBLISHER’S NOTE: The
recipes contained in this book are to be followed exactly as written. The publisher is not
responsible for your specific health or allergy needs that may require medical supervision. The
publisher is not responsible for any adverse reactions to the recipes contained in this book.To
my favorite bakers Michael and Nancy, Coordinators2inc’s Birth Parent and Adoptee Support
Group, and, as always, for JuliaContentsPraiseBerkley Books by Mary Ellen TaylorTitle
PageCopyrightDedicationChapter OneChapter TwoChapter ThreeChapter FourChapter
FiveChapter SixChapter SevenChapter EightChapter NineChapter TenChapter ElevenChapter
TwelveChapter ThirteenChapter FourteenChapter FifteenChapter SixteenChapter
SeventeenChapter EighteenChapter NineteenChapter TwentyChapter Twenty-oneChapter
Twenty-twoEpilogueUnion Street Bakery RecipesChapter OneSaturday, 4:00 A.M.14 days, 4
hours until grand reopeningIncome Lost: $0Some disasters meander or stroll into our lives at an
easy pace. A leaky dam, a slow-moving storm, or a crack in a foundation all creep up nice and
easy. If we’re paying attention, we see the trouble coming and can dodge, bob and weave, or
duck to avoid calamity.I’ve never known that kind of catastrophe. No sir, my kind of trouble never
ambles or strolls. Nor does it saunter, promenade, simmer, or fester. My trouble steams into my
life like a runaway freight train, a Cat 5 summer twister, or a sweeping avalanche. It strikes like a
snake, hits hard, and takes no prisoners.Boom. Fast. Just like that. Disaster hits.Consequently,
I’m now good at rolling with the punches, picking myself up, and moving forward. I don’t dwell on
the past too much anymore. Eyes forward is my new motto.But as I clutched the little white
pregnancy stick and stared at the test strip, willing a minus sign, I wasn’t sure how I’d handle this
jam. A baby wasn’t like an expensive pair of shoes that needed returning, a bounced check, or a
really bad hair perm. A baby was forever.And ever.Threading fingers through my dark hair, I
fought back the nausea and allowed a groan to rumble in my chest as I thought about my
boyfriend, Gordon. We’d broken up last year. It had been a bitter, sad breakup, leaving me far
more wounded than I could have imagined. I’d tried to move on with life, but regrets over Gordon
always lingered. In the last month, we’d both landed back in Alexandria, trying to rebuild broken
careers, and somehow we’d found our way back to each other. There were days when our
rekindled love touched on miraculous.However, in a bid to be mature and thoughtful about our
newfound love, we’d not reestablished relations, if you know what I mean. No nookie. No sex. We
were going slow. Didn’t want to upset the apple cart. Friends-before-lovers kind of situation,
because the first time we’d been together, the sexual attraction had been hot and furious.
Couldn’t-keep-our-hands-off-each-other kind of sex. We were intimate by the second date and
had moved in together after a month. Gordon had asked me to marry him by week six, and by
week nine, I’d freaked out over the looming commitment and pushed the self-destruct button on
us.So this time the theme was slow and easy.Don’t get me wrong, since our reunion, sex had
been on both our minds, big, big time. Old sparks still flickered bright and hot.However, Gordon



was the one staying strong, suggesting we nurture a friendship before we jumped into bed. I
didn’t like it, but I understood. Gordon wanted me to be sure about him enough as a friend as
well as a lover.A simple concept except for the fact I’d just peed on a pregnancy stick.Gordon
and I had officially broken up last year and officially gotten back together four weeks ago. A
muddled middle filled the months we’d been apart, and halfway through our separation—exactly
four months ago—I’d made a less-than-wise choice I thought was forgotten forever.I stared at
the still white window of the stick. If it went nuclear pink, it meant I was four months pregnant. I
didn’t need a calendar or any fancy guesswork to know the day. March 21. It was my last night in
my Washington, D.C., apartment. The financial management company I’d worked for had gone
under overnight, a casualty of the mortgage market. The job prospects were slim, so I’d yielded
to pressure from my mother and agreed to come home for a few months and manage the family
bakery. My newly widowed sister struggled with the job and in Mom’s mind it could be a win-win
for everyone. I was not thrilled about the move. I loved my family, but the bakery held bitter
memories of a birth mother who had abandoned me at the shop when I was three years
old.Needless to say my last night in Washington wasn’t happy. Selfpity brimmed as I pined for
the past and dreaded the future.So, to cheer myself up, I’d invited friends over for a final good-
bye. The six of us had gathered to mourn the demise of our beloved company and to toast my
bright, albeit underemployed future. Bonded by grief and loss, we clung to ties doomed to fray
even as we swore we’d lunch, text, and talk all the time. We were more than friends, we’d said
after I’d opened the sixth bottle of wine. We were family.Yada, yada, yada.One key friend, now to
my great regret, lingered longer than the rest. Roger Traymore. We’d both been tipsy as we’d
argued the roots of our company’s demise. We’d both fought hard to save the company. Worked
crushing hours. Endured difficult meetings with clients and watched others buy us out and cut us
loose.In those hazy, drunken moments, we both understood each other. We were kindred spirits.
And our momentary bond had translated into sex. Not super-great sex, but in the big picture the
sex didn’t matter. What mattered was the condom had broken. I’d been too drunk to worry, but
when the sun rose, we’d sobered enough to realize the gravity of it all. Instead of acknowledging
what had happened, I’d been as anxious for him to leave as he was to go. And on the heels of
more empty promises of friendship, we’d scattered like two rats from a sinking ship.He took a job
teaching in China, and I moved home across the Potomac River to Alexandria, Virginia, to my
parents’ bakery, which also teetered on financial oblivion.Out of the frying pan and into the
fire.Long story short, if the white stick turned pink, I was not only starting my fourth month as the
Union Street Bakery manager, but I was entering my second trimester.Pregnancy. Knocked up.
Bun in the oven.Damn it.Clutching the stick, I walked across my attic apartment located atop the
bakery and set it on my nightstand. Sitting on my squeaky bed, I buried my face in my hands.
Don’t borrow trouble. Don’t borrow trouble.Glancing up, I surveyed my tiny attic apartment. My
parents had converted the third-floor space into a room when I was a kid. They’d cleared out the
junk, finished the walls and added a bathroom. Not hugely spacious but okay for me now. Since
my return I’d whitewashed the walls, added a desk for papers and a chest of drawers to stow



clothes. There wasn’t a lot of storage space, but I didn’t need much now. I’d saved one all-
purpose black dress but had sold my other D.C. clothes weeks ago for quick cash to pay the
bakery’s electric bill.There was a small television in the corner. It wasn’t attached to cable, but I’d
bought a digital converter and on a good day it broadcast four channels. My red bike hung above
my desk on twin hooks, a rag rug warmed the floor, and blue thrift store curtains covered the two
dormer windows. In the corner, I’d also squeezed in another twin bed that doubled as a couch.
No kitchen, but the bakery in the basement had all the cooking power I needed. My attic was not
huge, but it worked for me.For me.Not me and a baby!I sat on my sofa bed, unmindful of the
squeaky spring poking my backside, and switched on my nightstand light so I could stare at the
strip under the bulb’s glare. The white had turned a very faint pink tint, but it wasn’t exactly dark
pink. And I was pretty certain it was supposed to be a dark pink. The back of the box said a pink
plus sign indicated positive results. It didn’t say faint pink or a little bit pink. No such
circumstance as a little bit pregnant.“How pink is pink enough?”Damn. With a groan I curled up
on the side of the bed and stared at the stick, willing it to fade to white.It hadn’t occurred to me
until yesterday to buy a pregnancy test. I’d been walking by the Potomac River on the trail, trying
to settle my stomach and doing my best to figure out when I’d had my last menstrual cycle. I’d
missed last month and the month before, but with the job loss and the transition, I chalked the
delay up to stress. Unlike my sisters’ cycles, mine weren’t totally regular, so I didn’t get too
worked up. I’d considered talking to Mom, but she was like my sisters. Like clockwork. Her
biology wasn’t mine.The fact was, no matter how much we loved each other, I was the daughter
she’d adopted and not birthed.When I was three, my birth mother had abandoned me in the
bakery’s outdoor patio. It had been Easter time, and the place had been a crush of tourists and
regulars enjoying our very decadent hot cross buns. Sheila McCrae, the hippie bakery shop
owner, had spotted me sitting alone. She’d stopped her frenetic collection of dishes and trash
and waited to make sure my mom was close. After several minutes, she’d realized my mother
wasn’t hovering close or standing nearby with a watchful eye on me. I was alone. My birth mother
had vanished, leaving no traces or clues. There’d been a police investigation but my birth mother
had gone. So Sheila had folded me into her family as effortlessly as she folded whipped egg
whites into a batter, and life had gone on for both of us as mother and daughter.Though Mom
loved me like her biological daughters, we did not share genetics. The only person to ask would
have been my birth mother, whom I’d met for the first time months ago. Our recent reunion
wasn’t exactly storybook. She’d been clear she didn’t want a relationship. She’d rebuilt her life
with a husband and two young sons, and there was no room in it for me. She’d given me some
biological information and had said she’d answer questions.But her sudden arrival into my life
had left me stunned and had silenced the millions of questions I’d had as a kid. Now as I stared
at the light-but-not-dark-pink stick, the questions flickered to life. What was it like when she was
pregnant with my two half brothers and me? Did she have morning sickness? Did her feet swell?
How much weight did she gain? How was the delivery? Genetic time bombs in the family tree,
maybe?Damn.Stupid stick. It had stirred up more questions for my birth mother, Terry, and more



of my own unresolved emotions. Even if the stick stayed a light, light pink, today’s stirring had
disturbed the cauldron.So why exactly did she leave me? I’d never really gotten the question
answered, other than she’d been young and troubled. Why do you love your sons but don’t want
to see me again? I imagined them to be special young boys who gave her no trouble at all.I
shook the stick, held it upside down, and then studied it again. No change.Me. Daisy Sheila
McCrae. With a kid.The image simply did not compute. I’d never pictured myself with children.
My sister Rachel had two of the cutest girls in the world, and I’d give my life for them. My older
sister, Margaret, always talked about marriage and having a family one day, and I could picture
her sitting cross-legged on the floor, finger-painting with a half-dozen redheaded children. Both
my sisters grew up assuming motherhood would be a part of their lives. But for me babies hadn’t
been in the master plan.Logically, I understood my abandonment was a big part of the no-kid
policy. What if I made a baby and couldn’t raise it? My mom always assured me I’d be a great
parent, but the fear that I’d hurt my child never left.Some people say young children forget
trauma, but they’re wrong. We might not have words or vivid minute-by-minute memories, but we
remember on a cellular level.And with no genetic background to review, making a baby was akin
to Russian roulette. I know, I know, we all play a form of the game when making a baby, but my
genetics had been such an unknown for so long, a baby hadn’t made sense.Since my reunion
with Terry, I’ve gained a good bit of medical history and could trace back her family—my family—
for several generations. I had more answers now than I ever did. But the extra knowledge wasn’t
enough to prepare me for motherhood.I glared at the stick. Was it a little more pink? Was it pink
enough? “One simple direct answer is all I want. Yes or no?”Footsteps sounded on the stairs
leading to my room, and I glanced at the stick as if I feared it would somehow shout, Daisy might
be pregnant!I hustled into the bathroom, took one last look at the sorta pinkish center, and
tossed the stick in the trash. Smoothing hands through my hair, I glanced at myself in the mirror
and smiled.“If you were pregnant,” I whispered, “then it would be bright pink. The box promised it
would be pink within a minute and it’s been five minutes. Don’t borrow trouble. There’s no baby
and Gordon and I will be fine.”“Daisy?” My sister Rachel’s voice echoed from outside my
door.“Be right there, Rachel.” I combed fingers through my hair, pulled the rubber band from my
wrist, and twisted and secured my hair in a topknot.A strained smile plastered on my face, I
opened the door.Rachel was eight inches shorter than me, had strawberry blond hair, and her
skin was five shades lighter than mine. Hers was a peaches-and-cream complexion that easily
burned in the sun whereas my olive complexion soaked up the rays.She was our bakery’s pastry
chef and was considered a talent in the restaurant circles though she’d never been formally
trained. She’d wanted to attend an upscale cooking academy in Maryland, but financially my
parents couldn’t swing it. So what she didn’t learn from our father she’d taught herself with books
and videos.Beyond her baking skills, Rachel also had an annoying knack for reading me like one
of her recipes. Her smile faded. “What’s wrong?”I cleared my throat and shrugged my shoulders.
“Nothing’s wrong, other than it’s four o’clock in the morning.”Blue eyes narrowed. “You’re used to
the hours.”“I don’t complain like I did in the beginning, but I refuse to become accustomed to a



baker’s life. Every sane person in this city is asleep now.”She shoved out a relieved breath.
“Irritated. A little bitchy. My Daisy. The smile was unexpected and it scared me.”As I stepped into
the hallway, I pulled my apartment door closed. “I’ll try to remember smiling is bad.”“Not bad, but
out of character for you.”“Duly noted.” We descended the narrow staircase.The Union Street
Bakery had been in business for over one hundred and fifty years. The original building had
been located on Alexandria’s shoreline along the large wharfs, but had burned in a fire in the
1880s. Our great-great-grandfather, Shaun McCrae, and his wife, Sally, had rebuilt the business
and moved it to the current location on Union Street. They raised five children here, and there’d
been a McCrae in this locale ever since.Whereas fifty years ago a bakery had been a daily stop
for most, that wasn’t the case anymore. Most folks these days did their shopping at grocery
stores and rarely made a side trip to a mom-and-pop operation like the Union Street Bakery. We
had our steady customers, and in the last couple of months had supplemented our income with
several catering jobs. But the retail business had not really grown. People loved us, but they just
didn’t want to go out of their way for us.I’d come to realize that if we were going to survive, we
had to reach out to some of the smaller grocery stores and get them to carry our goods. But to
accomplish this we had to correct logistical problems at the bakery first. The kitchen was located
in the basement. A manageable obstacle if you had a strong guy like my late brother-in-law or
my dad in his prime to carry the hundred-pound sacks up and down the stairs. When Rachel had
run the place alone, she’d gotten around the heavy-lifting problem by ordering small bags of
flour and sugar, but small translated into expensive. If we were going to show a higher profit, we
needed to move the kitchen to the main level. We also needed a freezer. Until now we made all
our dough the day of or the night before. Fine for daily customers but if we planned to expand,
we needed a freezer to stockpile dough and cake.All this meant we needed a serious
renovation, requiring that we close the shop for two weeks. It was a painful financial proposition,
but necessary if we wanted to take the business to the next step.“You’re looking a little rough this
morning,” Rachel said.“How do you look remotely human this time of day?” And she did. Rachel
had a way of springing out of bed looking, well, perfect. Strawberry-blond hair in place, makeup
on and wearing T-shirts I’m pretty sure she ironed. “You make the rest of us look bad.”She
grinned. “I’ve made coffee.”“Great.” The idea of my favorite brew had my stomach flip-flopping as
I moistened my dry lips.What I really craved was one of the ginger ales I’d hidden in the
refrigerator downstairs. If I was lucky, I’d be able to stomach the ginger ale and a handful of
saltines.I’d not been sick until just a couple of weeks ago. And the more I thought about my upset
stomach, the more convinced I became it wasn’t morning sickness but the flu. The good thing
about my sickness was that it lasted all day and I was fairly certain nausea associated with
pregnancy was restricted not only to the mornings but also the first trimester mornings.“Demo
starts today,” I said.Rachel somehow summoned a smile. “I bet it goes real smoothly.”I held my
index finger to my lips. “Shh. Don’t speak so positively. You’ll jinx us.”She gently elbowed me.
“You’ve got to learn to think positively.”“Right.”I shoved out a breath, already dreading the
construction. To make room for the kitchen equipment in the basement we needed to knock out



my office wall. My office would move to my apartment and the reclaimed square footage would
hold the freezer and the basement ovens.One of the selling points of the Union Street Bakery
was our brick oven. Located in the basement, it gave our breads a fine crust a conventional oven
couldn’t duplicate. This old oven would remain in the basement, because as much as I wanted to
move it up to the main floor, the oven was grandfathered in by the city, and if we moved one brick
we’d have to demo it totally. And instead of building a new oven, we would patch the cracks in
the side and hope it lasted a few more years.Our new head baker, Jean Paul Martin, had arrived
on our doorstep four weeks ago. He had proven himself to be a talented baker, but when he’d
assured us he could tackle the renovation, I’d been skeptical. He’d fixed and built several brick
ovens in his native France. He’d also framed several kitchens. Our project should take ten to
fourteen days, he had promised. We’d lose one selling Saturday and would be back in operation
by the second Saturday.“Ne t’inquiète pas. Tout est en ordre.” Don’t worry. Everything is under
control.I remained skeptical when he told me his fees, which were dirt cheap. He’d barely make
a dime off the job. But a dime was all I had to spare. So I’d agreed.The bakery’s accounts had
tipped barely into the black and this downtime would land us back in the red. But ten to fourteen
days was a survivable delay. We could do two weeks. But not a day more.“He needs us to haul
away all the pots and pans this afternoon, and then we remove the brick wall separating my
office from the work space. The plan is to save the old bricks and then sell them. Jean Paul says
people pay for old brick.”It was a simple and straightforward plan.Simple. I hate it when someone
makes a simple plan. In my book, it’s the equivalent of thumbing your nose at the Fates.“Tell me
what to do, and I’ll do it,” Rachel said.“First we sell today, business as usual. Then we tackle the
rest.”We moved down the back staircase toward the kitchen. The building stood three stories tall,
not including the basement where the baking was done. The shop took up the first floor, Rachel
and her two daughters lived on the second floor, and the attic was all mine. There were times
when the girls were running and playing on the stairs so that the noise grew annoying, but I
reminded myself this was how people lived one hundred years ago—several generations under
one roof.My dad had bought the building next door thirty years ago when the city had fallen by
the wayside and land was cheap. His friends thought he was crazy. They had been encouraging
him to leave Alexandria and he’d invested in more property. But Dad wasn’t a quitter and about
that time he and a handful of folks pushed for a new plan for Alexandria. It didn’t happen
overnight but these days the city enjoyed a steady stream of tourism. More For Sale signs had
popped up on some of the retail shops and last week there’d been a bankruptcy sale, but the
city seemed to be holding its own. And if the bakery could get back up and running, we’d do the
same.The sound of Jean Paul’s hammer striking brick reverberated up from the
basement.Rachel cringed. “He said he’d wait until we closed at noon.”Hammer hit brick. I
winced. “Maybe he’s testing the wall. Preliminary whacks.”Her lips flattening, she shook her
head. “He drives me crazy.”My stomach tightened. “The man is a master. He could bake
wonderful bread out of the flour he sweeps up off the floor.”“But he doesn’t stick to bread. He is
telling me what pastries I should bake.”Rachel had had issues with him last week over the menu.



She’d wanted to keep several items her late husband had put in place, and Jean Paul wanted
them gone. I agreed with Jean Paul but had yet to tackle the menu with Rachel. The renovation
had bought me some time, but the battle would tee up again when we reopened.We found Jean
Paul, a tall wiry man with slicked-back dark hair, cigarette dangling from his mouth, poised over
the basement brick oven. He had a chisel and hammer in hand, and he seemed to be studying
the best angle of attack.“Jean Paul, the city inspector will not let us alter the oven. If we do, then
he will make us remove it.”Jean Paul’s gaze remained on the oven. “I am taking out a brick or
two.”“The deal was no bricks.”“That is why I started early. I have never known an inspector to rise
early, and by the time ours does, the repairs will be made and no one will be the wiser.”The smell
of cigarette smoke and the coffee sent my stomach into somersaults, forcing me to brace. “Jean
Paul, no cigarettes in the kitchen.”He raised his gaze, one eye squinting as the smoke trailed
past. “It’s not a kitchen today.”“It’s still a kitchen for a few more hours. Put it out!” My stomach
tumbled as I moved to the large stainless steel refrigerator and pulled an ice-cold ginger ale from
the back. I popped the top and sipped carefully. The cool liquid soothed my throat and for the
moment my stomach handled it. Yesterday, I’d drunk the soda too fast, and it had come up within
a matter of minutes. My stomach didn’t love the first tentative sips but had also not rejected
them.Maybe my stomach’s acceptance of the ginger ale was a sign. Maybe this was indeed the
flu and my panicked trip to the drugstore last night was all for nothing.Please, oh, please, oh,
please.Rachel poured herself a cup of coffee and eyed me over the rim. “So what is going on
with you? You have too much to drink last night?”I pressed the cold can to my head. “Yeah, too
much to drink. I’ll be fine.”She sipped, studied, and looked ready to comment, when Jean Paul
struck his hammer into the motor. The strike was hard and loud and made us both jump.“How
many more bricks?” I shouted.“Six, maybe ten, no more than twenty.”“Twenty bricks.” I pressed
the cold can to my cheek. “That will ruin the oven.”He shook his head. “This is for me to worry
about. You two must get ready for the day.”A heavy weight pressed on me and for a moment
unbearable worry tightened around me. The old oven had served this bakery so well for sixty
years, and he was dismantling it bit by bit. “Don’t screw up my oven.”He grunted, raised his
hammer to a stone and then seemed to think better of it before moving to another section.Since
the spring, I’d had a lifetime worth of change. This might not be my dream life, but it was my life. I
wanted this renovation done as fast as possible so that everything would settle. I wanted the
bakery to keep growing and improving. I wanted numbers once red to stay black, and pink to
remain white. Gordon to keep on loving me.I didn’t want more change.Want.Wanting could be as
bad as planning. Both invited trouble.Chapter TwoSaturday, 7:45 A.M.14 days until grand
reopeningIncome Lost: $0Four hours later the sun had risen, and the store was set to open in
minutes. We’d baked extra yesterday, knowing Saturday would be our last sales day for a couple
of weeks. We’d carefully carried all the baked goods upstairs and kept them in covered bins for
freshness. We’d intentionally finished the breads and dozens of cookies this morning so the
bakery smelled sweet and inviting.Jean Paul finished removing his bricks and had spent the next
hours mixing mortar and replacing bricks. While visions of surprise inspections had plagued me



all morning, he’d not been the least bit worried. And as it turned out, I’d worried over nothing. By
seven, Jean Paul had completed the job. His smile had been smug and self-assured, and I’d
wondered what other rules would get bent or broken over the next week and a half.My stomach
had settled by the time we opened, and I was really feeling sure I had just gotten hold of a bug.
Give it a day or two and I’d be my old self. The pregnancy test could be chalked up to a moment
of hysteria.As Rachel arranged chocolate-chip cookies on a tray, I hefted a tray of pies destined
for the front display case. We were putting out six today, though we normally did ten.“Is Margaret
here yet?” I asked. Our third sister, Margaret, was the oldest. She worked part-time at the
bakery.On cue, I heard the front door bells jangle and the door close. I glanced at the clock. Ten
minutes to eight. Early. Margaret was never early. “Margaret?”“That would be me,” she called
back.Rachel met my surprised gaze. “Sounded like her.”“How can it be her? She’s early.”Rachel
shook her head. “You were smiling this morning and she’s early. This is all so wrong.”I pushed
through the double saloon doors separating the work area from the sales area and found
Margaret putting her purse away.“Everything all right?” I asked as I raised the back of the display
case and slid the pies inside.Margaret, like Rachel, had reddish hair, though hers was curly and
wild and had to be tamed daily with a rubber band and bobby pins. “Life is great!”I paused and
glanced up at Margaret. Life was never good with my oldest sister. The glass always tipped at
the half-empty mark.Red ringlets framed Margaret’s round face. Freckles peppered skin looking
flushed with excitement. She wore a loose, pale blue peasant top and a full black skirt that
skimmed her calves. Birkenstocks.Margaret had a PhD in history and a master’s in forensics. If
there was one industry that was tougher than the bakery business it was forensic anthropology.
Last year she’d had an opportunity to take a job out west, but she had refused it so she could
stay close to Rachel. Family loyalty had her helping in the bakery, but she didn’t love it. The
customers never saw her frustration. She reserved those gems for me.“What’s wrong?” I
said.She actually laughed. “Why does anything have to be wrong, Daisy? Do you have to be
such a downer?”My stomach tightened, and for a moment I mentally traced the steps to the
bathroom. “I’m a happy person.”She laughed again. “Right.”“I am happy.” Carefully I rearranged
the pies in the case. I was happy. I had a lot to be thankful for.Bracelets jangled on her wrists.
“You are as bad as I am. We are soul sisters when it comes to our innate unhappiness.”I’d always
known I had a bitter edge but wasn’t comfortable with having a reputation as perpetually sour.
Suddenly, unsettling images of me as an old, wizened bakery woman flashed. “So why are you
in such a good mood today?”She flicked away a lock of hair away from her eyes. “It’s summer.
The air is warm, not hot.”I rose, stretching the tight muscles in my back. “If you say the birds are
singing, I’ll hit you.”“But they are!”“Rachel,” I shouted. “Come here quick!”Rachel quickly
appeared above the saloon doors, a look of alarm on her face. “What’s wrong?”I jabbed my
thumb toward Margaret. “Margaret has been kidnapped. I don’t know who this is, but it’s not
Margaret. She says the birds are freaking singing.”Rachel’s confused gaze danced between
Margaret’s smiling face and mine. “She looks like Margaret.”I shook my head. “Look closer.
There’s a twinkle in her eye, and there’s a grin on her face.”Rachel’s brow knotted. “You were



smiling when I first saw you this morning.”I shook my head. “Mine was fake. Hers is real.”Rachel
studied Margaret’s face and when our sister grinned, retreated a step. “Should I call the
cops?”Margaret laughed and shook her head. “You two. You act like I’m never happy.”“You aren’t,”
Rachel said.“I can’t argue,” I said. “We match each other foul mood for foul mood.” I folded my
arms over my chest. “What gives? You meet a guy? This some kind of sexual euphoria?”“No,”
Margaret said. She didn’t laugh again, but her eyes still danced.“Really, Margaret,” Rachel said,
all humor gone. “What gives?” Rachel, our cheerleader, could find a rainbow in a room full of
manure. But since Jean Paul’s arrival, her temper had shortened, and her smile had grown a tad
brittle.Margaret reached for her green Union Street Bakery apron and carefully pulled it over her
head. We both watched and waited as she crisscrossed the apron strings in the back and tied
them in a bow in the front. “I’ve kinda been offered a dream job.”My heart slowed a beat. With the
three of us, the bakery had run well. Rachel baked. I managed the money and Margaret handled
customers. We were a three-legged stool.I summoned a smile, swearing I’d not let my mind go to
the disaster place it liked to scurry when change occurred. “So where is the job?”Her eyes
brightened. “It’s an archeology dig up on the Chesapeake Bay in St. Mary’s County,
Maryland.”“That’s about an hour north of here.” I calculated the miles, the traffic, and the lost
hours behind the counter.An hour away wasn’t the end of the earth, and I was thinking this gig
like many of the other history jobs would be part-time. Good history positions were so rare.
Basically, someone had to die for a slot to open.“So what would you do?” Rachel
asked.Margaret rubbed nervous hands over her apron. “An old pre–Revolutionary War
community has been discovered. The dig has already started, but they need extra hands.”“So is
this a volunteer job?” I said.“Not exactly. The gal heading it up has to take a leave. She’s
pregnant and has to go on bed rest.” She shook her head. “Who in their right mind would get
pregnant during the dig season? God, contraception anyone?”I folded my arms over my chest.
“So you’d be there for the dig season.”“Or maybe longer.”I knew enough about archeology digs
to know the season had started in March and would extend to early December. “So you would
leave when?”“Today would be my last day.”A rush of air escaped from Rachel’s lips.“I know this
is very short notice.” Doubt mingled with Margaret’s euphoria. “I know I’m leaving you in the lurch.
I know that. But I swear this is the best job ever.”I shoved back a pang of jealousy. I’d had a great
job until the financial company I’d worked for had blown up. I’d made great money. Wore
designer suits. People sat a little straighter when I entered a room. Now I worked eighty-hour
weeks either in hot kitchens covered in flour and icing, ringing a register, or balancing a lopsided
budget.Sarcastic comments danced in my head, but I refused to unleash them. As much as I
wanted to bust Margaret for her lack of notice, I didn’t. Couldn’t. This was a dream for her. “So
can we at least throw you a going-away party tomorrow?”Relief rushed past Margaret’s lips in a
rush. “I have to be on-site Monday morning.”“Then it will be tomorrow afternoon.” I faced Rachel.
“We can do a little something tomorrow afternoon, right?”Unshed tears glistened in Rachel’s
eyes. Her bottom lip quivered, but still she nodded and smiled. “Great.”Margaret pursed her lips.
“I wouldn’t have taken this, Rachel, if Daisy wasn’t here. I know the two of you can



manage.”Rachel cleared her throat. “Of course.” She turned and vanished into the
kitchen.Margaret moved to follow.I blocked her path. “It’s okay. Let her go. She’s been wound
tight lately.”Worry erased her happiness. “What’s going on with her?”“Jean Paul is insisting on
changes, and it’s upsetting her. And the renovation is not helping.”Silver bracelets jangled from
Margaret’s wrist as she tugged at a key-shaped earring. “She’s the boss. If she doesn’t like it
then she should tell him so.”“That’s not her style.”“Maybe it should be.”“I know. You know. But this
is about more than changing menu items. The latest menu was Mike’s.”Margaret rolled her eyes.
“Doesn’t mean it was great. I mean Mike could bake, but he wasn’t the expert. I didn’t like all his
choices.”Mike had been a talented baker and seemed to be the perfect fit for Rachel. He liked to
make decisions, and she was happy to let him. Their relationship wouldn’t have worked for me or
for Margaret, but it worked for them. Since his death, Rachel had been hurled out of her comfort
zone and forced to make tougher choices. So far, she’d not done so well.“Don’t worry about it.
I’m here, and Rachel and I will figure this all out.”“I’m leaving you in a terrible spot.”“Not really.
You’ve done a lot to keep the bakery going, carried the load when I didn’t. Let me worry about it
for a while.”Margaret tugged at the apron strings. “I didn’t think I’d feel this guilty about
leaving.”“The place has a way of sucking you in.”“So what are you gonna do? This isn’t your
forever kind of place. I figured sooner or later you’d job hunt in New York or on the West
Coast.”“I’m going to give the bakery a full year, see it through the renovation and the wholesale
transition.”“When did you decide this?”I glanced around the shop at the cookies in the display,
the cupcake clock on the wall, the blue trim needing fresh paint. “When we committed to the
renovation.”“So you’re going to stop looking for another job?” Surprise and doubt wrapped each
word.My defenses rose. “A year isn’t forever, Margaret. And if the right job came along I’d sure
look at it.”“You mean like opportunity knocking on the door?”“Something like that.”“Kinda Zen
and kinda passive for you.” A frown furrowed her brow. “I remember Dad saying when he was a
teen he’d never work in the bakery. That he wanted to be a pilot. And then his dad died and life
locked him into this place.”The comparison didn’t sit well. I didn’t resemble the McCrae clan but
temperament-wise I was a lot like Dad. We thought alike. Mom said we both had type A
personalities. “I don’t think he has a lot of regrets.”“He does, too. He never says, but those
regrets are there. I don’t want you to end up with regrets, Daisy.”Dad said he was happy with his
choices. Had he simply fooled himself like I was trying to now?My stomach gurgled. Right now I
could not think that far ahead. “Let me get through the next two weeks, and then I’ll worry about
the rest of my life. You take this job. In fact, consider yourself fired as of noon today.”Margaret
laughed. “Fired?”“That’s right. We want you out.” I wagged my finger at the front door. “Don’t ever
darken our doorstep again.”Margaret tapped a ringed finger against her thigh. “And if it doesn’t
work out or last?”“It will.” Better she think of this as a one-way ticket. Trap doors, outs, and nets
had a way of making us not try as hard. “Now would you flip the sign to Open? Customers
should be here soon.”She moved toward the door and spun the sign around. “I thought I was
fired.”“Like I said, you are fired at noon.”Margaret stopped and stared at me for a long
moment.“What?” I grumbled.“Thanks.”This time my smile was real. “You’re welcome.”I’d barely



slipped on my apron before the first throng of customers arrived. Saturday was our busiest retail
day. Folks who’d denied themselves sweets all week arrived ready to sin and enjoy. Some
planned ahead for Sunday after-church meals and others were the random tourists who’d found
us. Weeks ago, Rachel and I had visited all the area hotels within walking distance and handed
out samples and offered a 10 percent discount to hotel guests. The ploy seemed to be working,
which made me all the more frustrated by this much-needed closing. I’d planned to renovate and
move the kitchen in September or October but when the wholesalers agreed to give us a try, I
knew I needed to have the new operation in full swing by fall. Again, plans and me, we didn’t fare
so well.As Margaret welcomed a customer, I turned toward the saloon doors leading to the back.
As I took a step, an odd wave of energy passed over me. Cold. Frigid. It took my breath away and
for a moment I froze, not sure what was happening. Maybe more flulike symptoms but this didn’t
feel so physical. The sensation was dread mixed with a jolt of energy. As my head spun, I
imagined the floor under me shifting. The sounds of Margaret and the customer faded and the
loneliness enveloped me. Instinctively, my hand slid to my unsteady belly. I was going to be
sick.Stumbling forward, I pushed through the saloon doors and hurried up the back staircase to
my room. I made it to my bathroom seconds before I threw up. After the nausea had passed, I
sat on the bathroom floor, my eyes watering and my head aching. I leaned my head back against
the tiled wall. “This is such bullshit. Such bullshit.”Whatever was going on with me needed to
stop. I did not have time to be sick. And I sure as hell did not have time to be pregnant.I’m not
sure what drew my gaze to the trash can, but there it went, catching the edge of the pregnancy
test strip. Absently, I reached for it so I could stare at the light-pinkish window, which had refused
to confirm a pregnancy this morning.When I looked at the strip, the color was no longer a light
pink. It was dark pink plus sign. A really dark pink plus sign.I blinked, shook the test strip as if a
hard jolt would dilute the color, and then looked at it again. The plus remained as bright and pink
as before. Weren’t these tests no longer valid after twenty or thirty minutes?I fished out the box
and read the back instructions thinking maybe, just maybe, the plus meant something other than
pregnant.Quickly I scanned the tiny type. I found in bolded letters Results. A negative sign meant
no pregnancy. A plus indicated pregnancy.The instructions had the good sense to remain neutral
and oddly calm, though it could have said, Daisy, you dumbass. You are thirty-four years old, and
you are by no stretch a virgin. So how the hell did you get pregnant? You know better!Clutching
the strip in my hand, I leaned back against the wall and closed my eyes. Tests like this weren’t
perfect. There was at least a 10 percent margin of error, I was fairly certain. The definitive test,
according to Rachel, was a blood test.Clutching the strip, I swore. “Why couldn’t you have given
me a straight answer in the time listed on the back of the box? Then I’d have a real answer. Not a
maybe yes, maybe this is a bad test yes.”Shit.I thought about another drugstore test but I
couldn’t imagine doing this all over again tomorrow morning. No more dime-store tests, which
could have been left in the rain, heat, or cold by a hapless delivery truck driver.Yeah, the test was
faulty. Yeah. Faulty.The blood test would prove once and for all that I was not pregnant.* *
*Rachel’s smile was as brittle and fragile as spun sugar, which was as easily admired as



shattered. As she boxed up assorted cookies for a mother with two toddlers screaming to be let
out of their double stroller, she tried to imagine herself at a beach. Soft sand. Cool breeze. The
sun on her skin.But as hard as she tried to summon the image, she could not. She’d not been to
the beach since high school, and when she’d been there it had been with Mike. They had barely
started dating. She’d been a cheerleader. He’d been on the football team. They’d not had much
money, but there’d been no worries for either of them in those days. Their biggest concerns were
getting a base tan before prom, which was weeks away. She’d been so worried her pale skin
would all but glow in her new black dress.The lost, long-ago beach day had been magical.
They’d had a beer or two. Soaked up the sun. Laughed with friends. No worries.Perfect had
ended during the car ride home when she’d broken out in chills. She’d sunburned. Badly. When
they’d arrived home her skin simmered with heat. Mike had laughed and reminded her he’d told
her so. Her mother had coated her skin with aloe vera.“Could you throw in another dozen sugar
cookies?”Rachel glanced up toward the voice that sounded as if it were a million miles away.
The woman wore her dark hair pulled back in a ponytail, sunglasses on her head and gold
earrings dangling. She looked annoyed.“Another dozen cookies?” Rachel said. “Sure.”“Sugar
cookies,” she repeated as Rachel reached for the lemon bars.“Right. Sure.” She carefully
stacked the dozen in the box before sealing it with a gold Union Street Bakery sticker. “That’ll be
twenty-one dollars.”The woman handed her a credit card. “I saw the sign out front. So how long
are you going to be closed?”If the woman had seen and read the sign she’d know. But Rachel
summoned a smile as she swiped the card. “Two weeks.”A manicured finger smoothed over a
sleek eyebrow. “My son’s birthday is August 12. I’d like to order a cake.”Rachel handed her back
her card and receipt. “I can take it now.”“You are sure you’ll be open on time? I’ve never known
construction to go as planned.”“We will be fine. We’ve built in extra days of cushion.”“It’s been my
experience when there’s a remodel days turn into weeks.”“We’ll be fine.” And they would. This
was about knocking out one wall and moving kitchen equipment, not rebuilding the entire place.
“Would you like me to take the order?”She opened the cookie box and handed one to each child.
“It needs to look like a ninja. A red ninja. Chocolate. Must feed twenty children.”“A ninja?”“You
can do that can’t you?”“I don’t see why not.”“And he has to be red. Billy likes the red ninja. He
has a red ninja doll and is obsessed with it.”“I can do a ninja. And red. Vanilla icing. Chocolate
cake.”“Yes. But not buttercream. I like the icing made from Crisco. I know it’s not the fancy kind,
but I like the taste better. Tastes like the canned icing. I know we shouldn’t like it, but we do. So
do the kids.”As Rachel wrote up the order, she pressed so hard with the tip of her pencil it broke
and she had to fish another out of her apron. Ninja. Crisco. What else? Food coloring in the
batter? “Sounds good. You’ll pick it up on the eleventh?”“Yes.”She recorded the woman’s
information and watched as she left. “Why don’t you go to a chain store at get your ninja cake?
Why bother to come here?”Margaret glanced up from the register. “What are you mumbling
about?”“People who come to a specialty bakery wanting their cake to taste like the ones in the
grocery store.”Margaret looked unworried. “Money is money. Does it matter as long as they
pay?”Rachel glared at Margaret. “I feel like a cake whore who mixes up whatever to keep the



customer happy.”“Cake whore?” Margaret cocked her head. “That doesn’t sound like
you.”Rachel could see the surprise in her sister’s gaze but didn’t really care. “What am I
supposed to sound like?”“I don’t know. Happy, I suppose. Daisy and I are the bitter, grumbly
ones, remember? You are supposed to be the happy one.”“Maybe I don’t feel like happy. Maybe
I’m a little bit annoyed in general today.” The bells rang on the front door as several more
customers wandered in. Rachel watched as they absently searched the menu above for ideas,
and she realized if she had to answer one more question about the difference between white
chocolate and chocolate, she’d scream. Without a word, she left Margaret to deal.She
considered escaping to the kitchen and baking to burn off stress, but remembered the ovens
had been unplugged and Jean Paul was downstairs dismantling them for the move.She
smoothed her hands over her hips and rolled her head from side to side, trying to work the kinks
out of her neck. Margaret was right. She was the happy one. She didn’t get pissed and didn’t do
bitter well. And yet here she stood, annoyed and angry living in skin tightening by the
moment.Daisy reappeared red-eyed and pale.“Where have you been?”The sharp edges on her
words had Daisy raising a brow. “Bathroom.”“Are you hungover or something? Gordon’s been
gone since Thursday night on his bike trip, and you’re not the type to sit in your room and drink
alone.”Daisy moistened her lips. “It’s less like a hangover and more like something. A bit of a
bug, I think.”Immediately contrite, Rachel struggled with her anger as if she didn’t have the right
to express negative emotion with anyone, especially Daisy, who had damn near ridden to her
rescue months ago. “You need to hang back when we pack and move equipment.”“No. I’m good.
I already feel like I’m on the mend.” Daisy glanced at the clock on the wall. “T-minus fifteen
minutes.”“And the bakery closes for fourteen days.”“Margaret out front?”“Figured I’d leave it to
her since she’s abandoning us.” Bitterness melted into her voice.“That’s not exactly fair. She’s
hung in there with you.”“Yeah, she has. And Mom and Dad helped her with grad school and last I
checked the bakery pays her for her time.” She rubbed her hands over her arms, craving a beer.
She’d had a couple since Mike died, always denying herself a second, fearing if she gave in to
the grief she’d never stop drinking.“You on the rag?” Daisy challenged.Rachel shook her head.
“Can’t I be annoyed without being on my cycle?”“You are only edgy during your period.”“Well,
today, I’m annoyed, and I’m not on the rag.”Daisy’s gaze narrowed as she studied Rachel. “How
was the girls’ sleepover with Mom and Dad?”She huffed out a breath. “No one called so all
systems must be go.”Mom and Dad had offered to take the girls on a beach vacation when Daisy
had proposed the renovation. It had made sense to all, so her parents rented a cottage on the
Outer Banks of North Carolina. The Sunday-to-Sunday rental began tomorrow, but Rachel had
been worried about her aging parents chasing after very busy twin five-year-olds. She’d
suggested sleepovers as practice. So far, they’d gone well. The girls had been happy and Mom
and Dad hadn’t died from exhaustion.“The acid test will be the beach vacation. Ellie and Anna
are going to kick their asses.”Rachel loved her girls more than life but she needed this break.
Needed a little time to reacquaint herself with Rachel.“They raised us,” Daisy offered.“You lose
the stamina real quick. If I had to go back to the infant stage now, I think I’d die. All those



sleepless nights. I thought I’d go insane.”Daisy’s gaze sharpened. “Mike helped, didn’t
he?”“When he could. But he had to be up at three to bake, so for the most part I took care of the
babies.”“Yeah, but you had two.”“True. But all it takes is one with colic and life as you know it is
over. Gone. Dead in the water.”Daisy untied her apron and carefully hung it on the wall. “Good to
know.”“What do you have to worry about? You’re on the no-kid plan.”“Right.”The front door bells
jangled, Margaret wished the last customer good day, and then she pushed through the saloon
doors. “Mission accomplished. We are now officially closed.”“So we pack up equipment now,
right?” Rachel said.“Sure,” Margaret agreed. “I’m about all packed on the home front, so you
have me all afternoon.”Daisy’s smile made her pale features look a little ghoulish. “Great.”Seeing
the finish line brought with it a kind of euphoria and Margaret could see hers. Rachel had been
robbing Peter to pay Paul timewise for so long, she’d forgotten what it felt like to be excited. Her
finish line was so far off in the distance, she wondered if it existed.Chapter ThreeSaturday, 2:00
P.M.13 days, 22 hours until grand reopeningIncome Lost: $0The three of us worked for several
hours. While I cleaned out my office, Margaret and Rachel packed all the cooking supplies, pots,
pans, and spoons. Jean Paul finished his repairs to the brick oven.By four we’d cleared out the
space, and we were ready to demo the wall of my office. The wall had been in place for as long
as I could remember and was made of brick. Jean Paul had gone to the basement, studied the
floor joists, determined the office wall was not load bearing and we were safe to remove it.“Don’t
worry,” he said.Hammer and chisel in hand, I stared at the wall. “You are sure about the wall?”He
shrugged and brushed back a lock of hair with his long fingers. “Of course.”“If the bakery
collapses, Jean Paul, I’m coming after you.”He grunted, took the hammer and chisel from me
and cut into a chunk of mortar. The first bricks were slow going, but after about the fifth or sixth
removal the demolition went faster. Soon, my sisters and I were carrying bricks to the back alley
behind the bakery and stacking them in neat piles.Since Jean Paul’s arrival I’d noticed whatever
he did, he did very well. However, he could only do one task at a time, and he could not be
rushed. So when we had no bricks to move, I swept mortar from the floor, Margaret texted
friends, and Rachel paced.It wasn’t an efficient system, but like I said, Jean Paul wasn’t charging
more than his baker’s salary, and I didn’t have the money to hire a real builder. And so we moved
slowly and carefully.In a couple of hours, about 40 percent of the wall had been dismantled.
We’d created a neat hole into the space that had been my domain for the last couple of
months.“I’m gonna miss this space.” Closing the office door had been a treat in itself. The space
had been small, but it was a sanctuary of sorts. And soon it would be gone for good.Rachel
shook her head. “Not me. I always tensed up in the space. Balancing the budget made me want
to cry.”Margaret texted. “Maybe you can make an office in the basement. Other than the bread
oven, space is now open, right?”“Twelve hundred square feet.” We could use it as storage but
the basement square footage needed to work for us to survive. I didn’t know what we’d do with it
yet, but we needed ideas.An unlit cigarette dangled from Jean Paul’s mouth as he studied his
work. Hands rested casually on his lean hips. “Make it a wine cellar.”“Wine. We are bakers,” I
said“Bread and wine are natural pairings,” Margaret said. “A loaf of bread, a bit of cheese, and a



bottle of wine. Perfect for a day by the river.”“I don’t know anything about wine. I know what I like,
but I wouldn’t know how to sell it.”Jean Paul shrugged as if this were a simple problem. “I might
know a guy.”“A guy?”“He is selling his restaurant. He has wine to sell.”“How much?”Jean Paul
straightened, as lazy as a cat on a hot day. “I will ask.”With no further explanation we returned to
work. As the day went on, the heat outside rose and the temperatures in the kitchen grew hotter.
We had the back door propped open to allow a breeze because Jean Paul had shut off the AC
so the intake didn’t suck up the dust.“This is BS,” Margaret said. Her good humor of the morning
had faded. “I can’t believe we are doing this ourselves. Why don’t you hire someone, Daisy?”I
swiped sweat from my brow. “Can’t afford a someone. We are it.”“We are bakers, not
construction workers,” she said as she accepted a brick.Rachel had been silent through the
afternoon, but it was clear she didn’t like this any better than Margaret or me. Normally she found
positive topics to talk about, but not today. Something chipped at her good humor as Jean Paul
chipped at the mortar.He set his chisel against a chunk of mortar and hit hard. The mortar fell
free and he wrestled another brick loose. This was a maddening process. My head pounded and
I considered calling it quits for the day when Jean Paul said, “That is unusual.”No surprises,
please. “What?”“There is a hole where the side wall meets the main wall.” He took a small,
dented, silver flashlight, clicked it on, and peered into the crevice left by the missing bricks.“Do
you see anything?” Margaret said.“Always the archeologist,” I said.She shrugged. “Be nice to
land a big discovery during this adventure. Makes the chipped nails and sore back muscles
worth it.”“Maybe it’s buried treasure,” I teased.Margaret’s eyes brightened. “Now that would be
totally cool.”“I hope whatever it is,” Rachel said, “it’s worth a ton of money. Then we can hire
someone else to do this and we can go on vacation with Mom, Dad, and the girls.”“Poverty is a
drag,” I said.When I’d first rejoined the bakery, I’d seen the income issues as an exciting
challenge. I was sure I could come up with a scheme to turn this place around and make real
money. I’d slashed costs and turned a very marginal profit, which was enough to pay the
quarterly taxes and cushion us for fourteen days of downtime. Hardly setting the world on
fire.When I’d been in finance the money was been great. And I’d spent it freely, enjoying all the
fruits of my labors. I’d assumed the job would always be there and the money would keep rolling
into my bank account. I cringe now when I think about how much I’d spent on shoes and eating
out and trips. If I’d saved 20 percent I’d have no worries now. But I’d pissed it all away on crap.
And now the job had vanished and I was here, schlepping bricks in the heat.Jean Paul ignored
us as he always did, peering inside the hole. Finally he grunted, pushed up his sleeve and put
his arm in the opening.“Is that such a good idea?” I said as his arm vanished into the opening.
“You don’t know what’s in there.”He grunted and leaned deeper into the hole. And then without
warning he screamed as if in agony. He thrashed. Screamed more. We all squealed. Rachel
jumped up and down as I raced toward Jean Paul. Please don’t let his arm get bitten off. The
thought of blood made my stomach flip-flop.“I’ll call 9-1-1!” Margaret shouted as she reached for
her cell.I reached Jean Paul ready to do . . . I don’t know what, but I was there ready to attempt a
rescue. And then the anguished expression on his face vanished and he smiled. He pulled his



arm effortlessly out of the hole. Clutched in his non-bloody fingers was a rusted metal box.My
heart racing, I stared at him through narrowed eyes as he laughed. “Women. So easy to scare.”I
took a step back and glanced at my sisters. The anger burning in their gazes mirrored mine.
“Should we kill him fast or slow, ladies?”“Definitely slow,” Rachel said. Her cheeks remained
flushed and her eyes were wide with lingering worry.“Super slow.” Margaret tucked her phone
back in her rear pocket.Chuckling, Jean Paul handed me the box and then glanced up at the
clock on the wall. “It’s five. Time to stop.”Thank God! I can now crawl into bed and focus on not
throwing up. However, despite my first reaction, I said, “What do you mean stop? We have hours
of daylight.”One of his thick brows arched. “It’s a beautiful day. And I’ve plans with
friends.”“Friends. You moved here a month ago.” I’d lived here my whole life and had, well, no
friends other than my sisters and Gordon. I wasn’t sure if my current circumstance was my fault
or the bakery’s.Another casual shrug lifted his shoulders. “It is not so hard to make
friends.”Instead of summoning a rebuttal, I glanced at the box. “What is it?”“A box,” Jean Paul
said.“Thanks. I did figure that much out.”He reached in his pocket for his rumpled pack of
cigarettes and headed toward the back door. “Until tomorrow.”As he vanished out the door,
Margaret peered over my shoulder. “Open it.”Rachel pushed her hand through her hair. “If we’re
knocking off I’m headed upstairs. I want to make sure Mom packed everything the girls
need.”“Don’t you want to see what’s in the box?” Margaret said.Rachel waved a tired hand.
“Pass.”“Suit yourself,” she said.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Outstanding Read!!!!. I can't remember when I enjoyed a story this much.
The two books are not enough I need more, it can't stop, I just need more of these people and all
there happenings! I want their story to go on. What a fun time this read has been for me. Thank
you so much for your talent and sharing it with the world. Please consider continuing this story
as I want and need to know how  it all turns out!  Great  job.”

Judi T, “Sweet Expectations. Daisy certainly had her hands and life full and the earth pulled out
from beneath her. Coming home to the bakery was an unexpected welcome that truly opened
her heart to life. Your storytelling and characters totally captivated me from the ghost of Jenna,
her birth mother and of course Gordon, she finally found her new life was filled with family; love
and joy completely. Please have BOOK 3 in this intriguing series, need another exceptional
dose of this family!!!!!!”

See Gee, “Dont miss even one of Mary Ellen Taylor's books. They are all very engaging and
totally addictive. I highly recommend them.. Mary Ellen Taylor is becoming one of my favorite
authors. Her stories are written simply with real life characters and conversations. The plots are
easily understood and appealing and draw the reader in. Her descriptions of life are super real
and enticing. She shows the plain truth of how hard life can be and the choices so complicated
with consequences for each and every decision. I love the bakery and close knit family there, all
pulling together, fighting, laughing, standing by faithfully during hard times. They are very
satisfying stories and not always what you expected to happen. LOve her writing. Like sitting
down after along day in the corner comfy chair with a hot cup of coffee and a delicious cookie
and diving into a new deminsion of live by reading her stories. See Gee.”

V K Kristoffersen, “This should come with a Warning!. **Don't even THINK about putting THIS
SERIES down once you pick up the first book!!**OMG Ms. Taylor!! You are an INCREDIBLE
WRITER!! Top notch! And... Now I am upset because this is the end of this series.Lady, I hope
you are a prolific author, because this was the most INCREDIBLE BOOK - series- I have read in
Forever!Maybe because I live an hour from DC/Alexandria. Maybe because your characters are
REAL PEOPLE. Maybe because....You are the very best there is. Period. I am gobsmacked!!
Thank you, thank you, THANK YOU for plying your Craft with the Greatest of Ease! Never ever
stop writing, if you please!!Yes. I highly recommend this series.What are you waiting for?BUY
THEM!!(I am in awe...Wow... What a ride! )”

Gayla M. Collins, “... "Union Street Bakery" from Kindle Bargain and fell in love with the
atmosphere of the bakery and especially the .... I purchased "Union Street Bakery" from Kindle
Bargain and fell in love with the atmosphere of the bakery and especially the characters, Daisy,
Rachel and Margaret. After finishing, I quickly bought "Sweet Expectations" and LOVED it.



Usually I don't read cozy and warm, but Ms. Taylor did a lovely job of intertwining both without
being ridiculous. In fact she has hooked me so badly I pray she will come out with another from
the Bakery series. In the meantime I will treat myself to her books on Alexandria.Please Ms.
Taylor give us a peek into Walter Gordon and all that occurs in his life with Daisy and the rest of
the crew.”

Marion Marchetto, author, “What Could Be Sweeter?. Sweet Expectations is the sequel to Union
Street Bakery. Daisy McCrae, ex-financier has taken on the role of running the bakery so that her
father can retire. All of this is established in the first book. This book picks up with Daisy and her
sisters renovating the bakery that has been in the family for several generations. The mystery
begins when an old recipe box is uncovered during the demolition of a wall in the bakery. Too
tired and suffering from what she thinks is the flu, Daisy sets the recipe box aside during the
renovations. When she finally picks it up she discovers the recipes of Jenna Davis, a former
employee, along with an old photo of the girl standing between two WWII soldiers. Amidst the
turmoil of the renovations Daisy finds herself dealing with morning sickness and a quick trip to
the doctor confirms the fact. The only problem is that the baby's father is not her last boyfriend
but a one-night stand with an old colleague she considers a jerk. Oh, and then there's the ghost
of Jenna who wants Daisy to find Jenna's son who was taken away the day after he was born as
Jenna died during childbirth.There's a lot going on here but all of it is marvelous. Not one dull
moment. Yes, there are some things that are repetitious but all in all I found it a very satisfying
book. Easy to read and follow, a charming tale overall. I certainly hope the author is working on a
third installment as I'm curious to follow the adventures of all the McCrae sisters.”

Cotton's mom, “Overall, a good read with a few reservations. I read the first Union St. Bakery
book and enjoyed it. This second book has a lot to offer, with a story within the story which was
bitter-sweet. I do have some criticisms. I found myself getting really annoyed with the main
character because of her bullheadedness, plus her obsession with her birth mother that
continues in this book. It got really tiring for her to repeatedly wonder what she (as a 3 year old!)
had done to make her mother abandon her. Get over it. She was raised by a lovely family.
Another gripe is her referring to an expected baby as "the kid." A kid is a baby goat. This name
must have been used dozens of times. The ending was satisfying, and if there is a 3rd book I will
probably read it.”

SUE HARRIS, “Fantastic Read. Brilliant read couldn't put it down and the characters were so
descriptive felt like I knew them.Can't wait to read another.”

Prasharnie, “Couldn’t put it down!. Wonderfully written”

Laurel Ennis, “A sequel you'll like even better than the first book. I love the characters in this
book, including the bakery and the baking . It was a perfect follow up to the previous story. At this



point in time this is the last of her books offered on Kindle. I'm bereft. I am a little lost without a
daily dose of this imaginary world.”

jeanne adamek, “Terrific second book in series. In a series I have often found that the second
book was not quite as good as the first (and then third...). This is not the case with this book. I
found the continuation fascinating. Daisy stays quirky and snippy and the whole family holds
together.This book also had history, mystery and a hint of spirits. The story was written that
reading was easy as the whole story flows along.Very much recommended with the hope that a
third book in this series comes soon.”

Lisa, “I like the story. I like the story, but the typos throughout and some inconsistencies in the
story were a bit of a distraction”

The book by Mary Ellen Taylor has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,204 people have provided feedback.
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